Adjust After The Pour
Finish Line™
Adjustable Drainage System
A one-of-a-kind drainage system that adjusts after the pour and forever eliminates:
- Drains and cleanouts set too low or too high
- Tilted drains and cleanouts
- Duct taping and boxing out
- Damaged strainers and covers

www.siouxchief.com/finishline

The magazine for plumbing engineers, designers, specifiers, code officials, contractors, manufacturers, master plumbers, and plumbing professionals

LEARN WATER SYSTEM DESIGN STRATEGIES TO AVOID LIABILITY
WE’VE GOT TEMPERATURE CONTROL ON THE BRAIN™.

LEGIONELLA RISK REDUCTION AND ENHANCED USER SAFETY – TWO THINGS TODAY’S HOT WATER SYSTEMS NEED. ARMSTRONG HAS THEM.

The Brain delivers
• +/-2°F recirculation system control during zero-demand “idling” periods
• A new and expanded building automation system (BAS) platform that enhances remote adjustment and system-monitoring capabilities
• A built-in out-of-temperature-range protocol with BAS alert features

The Brain and its new point-of-use electronic teammate, BrainWave, deliver thermal disinfection and systematic fixture flushing options that meet current OSHA guidelines

Log on to www.armstrong-intl.com/brain today to learn more and to sign up for a live, online tour of a hospital system in operation.
Chloramine in the water doesn’t just target bacteria.

It’s also zeroing in on NSF-certified seal materials, causing degradation, disintegration, and swelling that leads to performance issues and warranty claims for water handling equipment manufacturers.

But Parker’s new chloramine-resistant seal materials can change all that.

The test data proves our new materials are highly resistant to chloramine, showing no signs of degradation, and minimal swell, after eight weeks of elevated chloramine exposure. Other tested materials showed severe degradation and swelling.

The bottom line? Our new seal materials just last longer.

To find out more, or for a copy of our test data, call 1-800-C-PARKER.
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14 A 12-Step Program for Avoiding Liability for Hot Water Injuries
Donald Wise, PE

The author translates his experience investigating injuries, property losses, and commercial contract claims relating to buildings and construction activities into these 12 steps that plumbing engineers can take to help avoid legal problems related to hot water systems.

28 Best Practices for Water Purification System Design
Jeffrey Denoncourt

In a laboratory facility, water quality needs can range from general laboratory grade to ultrapure. This article explains the main types of water contaminants and the technologies used in most water purification systems to remove them, and offers a four-step approach to designing a water purification system that meets the purified water requirements for a laboratory facility.

38 Keeping Hot Water Hot
Harold Olsen

Learn the fundamentals to designing a hot water recirculation system to help building owners avoid potential problems such as improperly sized water heaters, unrealistic energy, water, and wastewater charges, problems with mixing valves, and loss of customers or tenants.
Roof to Basement Drainage Solutions

Watts offers a complete line of specification drainage products.

- Floor Drains
- Sanitary Floor Sinks
- Trench Drains
- Roof Drains
- Interceptors
- Cleanouts
- Hydrants
- Fixture Carriers
- Miscellaneous Specialties

For literature on Watts Drainage products, call 1-800-617-3274 or visit our website at www.watts.com/1201

Circle 3 on your reader response card for product information.
We understand our customers would rather focus on their business, not their wastewater. Environmental regulations for wastewater are getting tougher and more businesses need treatment systems to remove oil, grease and solids from their wastewater. Without proper treatment, a business puts its time, money and reputation at risk.

When choosing Proceptor separators by Green Turtle, you choose security and peace of mind. Our team of experts assesses your situation and designs a system to meet your wastewater needs. With a 30-year warranty, Proceptor delivers the right wastewater system for your business.

Specify Proceptor.
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Retire Happy.